DOUBLE COLLAR....DOUBLE CHIC!

knit this delightful affair for early spring

PERFECT for golf and country occasions in general, this well-shaped jacket. The original is in oatmeal flecked with bits of yellow and orange and brown—very good with a brown skirt and hat. Buttons of natural wood are a correctly informal finishing touch.

MATERIALS: 9 ozs. Paton’s Super (or “Beehive”) Scotch Fingering, 4-ply; (original uses a “fleck” shade in fawn and brown mixture, No. 7260). A pair No. 10, a pair No. 9 “Beehive” needles. Eight buttons.

MEASUREMENTS: To fit 32-34 inch bust; length from top of shoulder, 19 inches; sleeve seam, 18 inches.

TENSION: 6½ stitches to an inch, measured over the double moss-stitch.

BACK
With No. 10 needles, cast on 110 stitches and work 3½ inches in k. 2, p. 2 rib. Change to No. 9 needles and work one more inch in rib.

Continue as follows:—1ST ROW: (k. 2, p. 2) 12 times, k. 2, (p. 2, k. 2) twice, p. 2, (k. 2, p. 2) 12 times, k. 2. 2ND ROW: (p. 2, k. 2) 12 times, p. 2, (k. 2, p. 2) twice, k. 2, (p. 2, k. 2) 12 times, p. 2. 3RD ROW: (k. 2, p. 2) 12 times, k. 2, (k. 2, p. 2) twice, k. 2, (k. 2, p. 2) 12 times, k. 2. 4TH ROW: (p. 2, k. 2) 12 times, p. 2, (p. 2, k. 2) twice, p. 2, (p. 2, k. 2) 12 times, p. 2. Repeat these 4 rows once more, then 1st and 2nd rows once.

11TH ROW: (k. 2, p. 2) 10 times, (p. 2, k. 2) 7 times, p. 2, (p. 2, k. 2) 10 times. 12TH ROW: (p. 2, k. 2) 10 times, (k. 2, p. 2) 7 times, k. 2, (k. 2, p. 2) 10 times. 13TH ROW: (k. 2, p. 2) 12 times, k. 2, (k. 2, p. 2) twice, k. 2, (k. 2, p. 2) 12 times, k. 2. 14TH ROW: (p. 2, k. 2) 12 times, p. 2, (p. 2, k. 2) twice, p. 2, (p. 2, k. 2) 12 times, p. 2. Repeat last 4 rows once more, then 11th and 12th rows again. The pattern will now be referred to as rib 10, double moss (d.m.) 10.

21ST ROW: rib 30, (d.m. 10, rib 10) twice, d.m. 10, rib to end. Repeat this row 9 times more. 31ST ROW: rib 20 (d.m. 10, rib 10) 3 times, d.m. 10, rib 20. Repeat last row 9 times more. 41ST ROW: (rib 10, d.m. 10) 5 times, rib 10. Repeat last row 9 times more.

51ST ROW: (d.m. 10, rib 10) 5 times, d.m. 10. Repeat last row 9 times more. 61ST ROW: (rib 10, d.m. 10) 5 times, rib 10. Repeat last row 9 times more.

Here shape armholes. Cast off 10, * rib 10, d.m. 10; repeat from * to end. Next row: cast off 10, * rib 10, d.m. 10; repeat from * to last 10 stitches, rib 10. Keeping in pattern, decrease at beginning of next 8 rows.

Continue as follows:—1ST ROW: d.m. 6, * rib 10, d.m. 10; repeat from * to last 16 stitches, rib 10, d.m. 6. Repeat last row 9 times more. 11TH ROW: rib 6, * rib 10, d.m. 10, rib 10; repeat from * to last 16 stitches, rib 10, d.m. 10, rib 6. Repeat last row 9 times more, then repeat 1st to 20th rows once more.

Here shape shoulders. Cast off 6, * rib 10, d.m. 10; repeat from * to last 16 stitches, rib 10, d.m. 10. 2ND ROW: cast off 6, (rib 10, d.m. 10) 3 times, rib 10, d.m. 10. 3RD ROW: cast off 10, (d.m. 10, rib 10) to end. 4TH ROW: cast off 10, (d.m. 10, rib 10) to end. 5TH ROW: cast off 10, (rib 10, d.m. 10) to end. 6TH ROW: cast off 10, rib 10, d.m. 10, rib 10. Cast off remaining stitches.

LEFT FRONT
With No. 10 needles, cast on 60 stitches, and work 3½ inches in k. 2, p. 2 rib. Change to No. 9 needles and continue in rib for one more inch.

Continue as follows:—1ST ROW: rib 50, d.m. 10. 2ND ROW: d.m. 10, rib 50. Repeat these 2 rows 4 times more. 11TH ROW: rib 40, d.m. 10, rib 10. 12TH ROW: rib 10, d.m. 10, rib 40. Repeat last 2 rows 4 times more. 21ST ROW: rib 30, d.m. 10, rib 10, d.m. 10. 22ND ROW: d.m. 10, rib 10, d.m. 10, rib 30. Repeat last 2 rows 4 times more.
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31st ROW: rib 20 (d.m. 10, rib 10) twice. 32nd ROW: (rib 10, d.m. 10) twice, rib 20. Repeat last 2 rows 4 times more.

41st ROW: (rib 10, d.m. 10) 3 times. 42nd ROW: (d.m. 10, rib 10) 3 times. Repeat last 2 rows 4 times more.

51st ROW: as 42nd ROW. 52nd ROW: as 41st ROW. Repeat last 2 rows 4 times.

You can taste the Fruit in Rowntree’s Gums & Pastilles

The cool, clean taste of delicious lemon awaits you in Rowntree’s ASSORTED FRUIT PASTILLES and FRUIT CLEAR GUMS.

You’ll find lime — and tangerine, too — to say nothing of raspberry, gooseberry — apricot and blackcurrant!

2 D TUBES
FRUIT CLEAR GUMS are hard.
3 D PACKETS
FRUIT PASTILLES are medium.
6 D PACKETS

'SO GOOD BETWEEN SMOKES
Also try JUICY FRUITS, soft, in packets at 6d. ½d.

30th ROW: (d.m. 10, rib 10) twice. 31st ROW: (rib 10, d.m. 10) twice, rib 20. Repeat last 2 rows 4 times more.

31st ROW: as 30th ROW. 32nd ROW: as 31st ROW. Repeat last 2 rows 4 times.

41st ROW: as 40th ROW. 42nd ROW: as 41st ROW. Repeat last 2 rows 4 times more.

51st ROW: as 50th ROW. 52nd ROW: as 51st ROW. Repeat last 2 rows 4 times more.

RIGHT FRONT

A SIMPLE stitch with a professional air! This variation of k. 3, p. 3 rib, simulating a cable pattern, is suitable for all sorts of things — plain tailored jumpers ....... men’s pull-overs ....... children’s things. It works up particularly well in thick wool.

A SIMPLE stitch with a professional air! This variation of k. 3, p. 3 rib, simulating a cable pattern, is suitable for all sorts of things — plain tailored jumpers ....... men’s pull-overs ....... children’s things. It works up particularly well in thick wool.

Cast on a number of stitches divisible by 6, and 3 over.

1st ROW: * p. 3, k. 3, repeat from * to last 3 stitches, p. 3.

2nd ROW: * k. 3, p. 3, repeat from * to last 3 stitches, k. 3. Repeat these last 2 rows twice more.

7th ROW: * p. 3, slip 1, k. 2 pass slipped stitch over the k. 2; repeat from * to last 3 stitches, p. 3.

8th ROW: * k. 3, p. 1, m. 1, p. 1, k. 3; repeat from * to last 3 stitches, k. 3. Repeat these 8 rows of pattern for the length required.

SLEEVES

Work with No. 10 needles, cast on 42 stitches and work 20 rows in k. 2, p. 2 rib. Still working in rib increase at each end of next row. These increases are made at each end of every following 6th row until there are 80 stitches on the needle. Work 9 more rows in rib, then change to No. 9 needles and rib 10 more.
The Patwin Rug Wool Cutter gives you fresh-cut wool for your rug-making. By its means you can cut your Turkey Rug Wool as you require it, fresh from the hank into pieces of exactly the required length. Only thus can you get rounded fullness, elasticity and a firm twist to the wool. You thread the wool through a tension hole and then cut away. Nothing could be easier and more effective. The Patwin Rug Wool Cutter is fully patented and is exclusive to Patons & Baldwins, Ltd., sole makers of Turkey Brand Rug Wool.

If you have difficulty in obtaining a Patwin Cutter, write giving name of your wool supplier to Dept. 80, Patons & Baldwins, Ltd., Alloa, Scotland, or Halifax, England.

The Patwin Rug Wool Cutter always use Turkey Rug Wool — over 100 shades

EVENING WEAR is the FIGURE TEST

Your evening wear won’t keep secrecy—it will reveal a figure that is a triumph—or a trial. But why be embarrassed by overweight? Renate that if you have a good figure—and you have the means to keep it good—your glands! Healthy Gland-Action is Nature’s Figure Control. Keep your glands healthy and you will regain the natural loveliness of the slender line.

SLIM while you EAT

Nates, the 3-value vitamin food for the glands contains no drugs, no thyroid or solvents and it involves no exercises. Nates is not a laxative or saline adapted to slimming, but a scientific gland food specifically made for healthy rapid weight-reduction. It is prescribed by Doctors.

LOSE 3-7 lbs. per week by taking this triple-acting reducing food

1. LOSE FAT. Nates reduces at the rate of 3-7 lbs. per week.

2. GAIN LOOKS. Nates banishes blemish from the blood stream and gives you bright eyes and a clear skin.

3. GAIN VIM. Nates tones the system—as you lose weight, you gain looks and vim.

BEGIN TAKING NATEX NOW . . . a small capsule of Nates with your usual meal and in the first week you will be feeling fitter and your figure will be growing younger.

2½, 5, 9½ from good class Chemists and Health Stores or post free, privately, from address on right.

For FREE TRIAL
Supply and Health Book—Send 2d. in stamps for postage (over)
MODERN HEALTH PRODUCTS LTD. 516 Natex House, Langham St., W.1

HAVE you a friend who might be interested in STITCHCRAFT? If so, just fill in her name and address on the coupon below and send it, with a 1d. stamp for postage, to the Advertisement Manager, STITCHCRAFT, Halifax, England, and we will gladly send her a specimen copy, free of charge.

COUPON
To the Advertisement Manager, STITCHCRAFT, Halifax, England.
I enclose a 1d. stamp for postage. Please send a specimen copy of STITCHCRAFT to the address below:

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________

Tonic REDUCING FOOD

A BOOK ON FELT APPLIQUÉ

Gaily coloured felt is a material with infinite decorative possibilities. A good little book on the subject has just been published — “Coloured Felt Appliqué and Inlay” (Dryad 2/-). A host of intelligent suggestions will be found here ranging from the decoration of simple articles, such as kettle-holders and pin-cushions, to really professional achievements in slippers and handbags. Paper patterns are included.

rows. There are now 50 stitches on the needle.

Continue thus:—1st row: rib 20, d.m. 10, rib 23. Keep this pattern arrangement for 9 more rows with the necessary increasing (work the added stitches into pattern). 2nd row: rib 12, d.m. 10, rib 10, d.m. 10, rib 12. Keep this arrangement for 9 more rows, with increasing. 21st row: rib 3, d.m. 10, rib 10) twice, d.m. 10, rib 3. Keep this pattern arrangement for 9 more rows, with increasing. Carry on thus, taking new stitches into pattern as they are made, until there are 80 stitches on the needle. Work straight until sleeve seam measures 18 inches.

Here shape top. Keeping in pattern, cast off 10 stitches at beginning of next 2 rows, then k. 2 tog at beginning of every row until 22 remain. Cast off.

COLLAR

With No. 9 needles, cast on 150 stitches and work 4½ inches in k. 2, p. 2 rib. Cast off in rib.

TO MAKE UP

Press work lightly under a damp cloth. Sew together side, shoulder and sleeve seams; insert sleeves. Fold collar lengthways so that one piece is 2, and the other 2½ inches deep. Press along this fold and stitch to neck edge, so that the 2-inch piece acts as the top collar. Sew on buttons to correspond with buttonholes.